
YuJa Software Station - 
Capture and Live Streaming



YuJa Software 
Station enables 
affordable 
lecture capture 
and live 
streaming

Share ideas and capture

knowledge effortlessly

Simple click-to-start and full automation capabilities 

enable instructors to focus on teaching not technology.

Live classroom streaming

Connect multiple campuses, 

classrooms and locations.

Lecture capture for later

Enable flipped classroom and 

recorded video learning scenarios.
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Title: Lecture 2: Introduction to Supply and Demand

Primary video device

Primary audio device

Screen 1

Description: Introducing Foundations of Linear Supply and Demand Curves

Your computer is 
a broadcasting 
and capture 
station

The easiest way to record 

and broadcast lectures

Create a portable station for any 

classroom or conference room

Flexible course 

delivery across 

multiple locations

Student can view live 

broadcasts using any 

television or computer

Instructors present 

naturally using slides, 

audio, video and 

peripherals

Access captures 

using a browser, 

phone or tablet

Installers For:
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Multi-stream audio and 

video capture 

(up to 6 streams)

01.

Share slides, document

cameras, smartboards, 

and more

02.

Automatic 

auto-captioning 

for all captures

03.

Private digital 

note-taking and 

student bookmarking

04.

Optical character 

recognition of 

slide text contents

05.

Auto-creation of 

an editable table 

of contents

06.

IntuitiveSearch offers

powerful word and 

phrase search

07.

Interactive multi-stream player 
with deep search, viewing and 
note-taking capabilities



INDUSTRY’S

     Industry’s first automatic and 

deep semantic meaning analysis 

and categorization of the 

captured content

Creates super topic keyword tags 

automatically

     Industry’s first integrated and 

automatic voice-to-text 

captioning available shortly 

after the capture is processed
Categorizes the topics 

within the lecture



An affordable
way to build
a connected
classroom

Video 
Cameras
& Mics

Smartboards,
Doc-cams, 
Projectors

Computer
Screens

Touch
Panels



Integration with 
our social learning 
and video 
collaboration 
cloud

We offer an integrated 

cloud platform

An integrated enterprise video platform 

to fit any learning enterprise

Live course webcast 

and lecture capture

Capture and broadcast 

the learning and activity 

within a classroom

Teaching-centric 

video collaboration

Host impromptu 

meetings, office hours, 

tutorials and online 

lectures

Social learning and 

group collaboration

Real-time group 

collaboration and 

after-class student 

engagement

Mobile learning and 

course engagement

Mobile phone and tablet 

integration for on-the-go 

learning



An integrated enterprise
video platform to fit
any learning enterprise.

Contact

Toll-free: 1-888-257-2278

E-mail: support@yuja.com

Web: www.yuja.com

Silicon Valley Office

2168 Ringwood Ave.

San Jose, CA 95131

Kitchener-Waterloo Office

Region of Waterloo

4 Third Avenue

Kitchener ON N2C 1N6

Toronto Office

116 Sheppard Ave West

Second Floor

Toronto, ON M2N 1M5


